Tips for Planting Trees Near Power Lines:
Trees near electric lines
If you’re planning on adding a few trees on your property, it’s important to know where
you should plant them in relation to power lines. Tall trees that grow up into overhead
power lines have to be continually cut back to keep clear of the lines, which can be
expensive and make for an ugly, oddly-shaped tree. And the roots of trees that are
planted too close to underground power lines can be damaged if the lines have to be
dug up for repairs.
Here are some simple tips to help you figure out where you should plant trees to avoid
conflicts with power lines.
Planting Trees Near Overhead Power Lines
Tree experts and electric utilities recommend that homeowners planting trees near
overhead power lines choose trees with mature heights of 25 feet or less. Some tree
care professionals refer to this as the low zone for planting trees. There is also a
medium zone and a tall zone for planting trees. Here’s how they work:
Low Zone — This area extends from directly underneath overhead power lines to
between 15 feet and 25 feet on either side of the lines. Only low-growing trees with
mature (fully-grown) heights of between 20 feet and 25 feet should be planted in the low
zone.

The Prairifire Crabapple is showy all year long. Having this tree in your yard will bring
visual interest to every single season. Plant several along your driveway and create a
grand entrance for your guests, no matter what time of year they arrive.

The Thundercloud Plum is showy all year long. Without a doubt, the standout feature of
this tree, sometimes called a Cherry Plum, is its breathtaking colors, different from any
other tree in your garden.

Versatile, strong-rooted, and virtually carefree, the Junior Giant Thuja Tree is the perfect
pick for privacy in tight spaces. If you love the Thuja Green Giant but have a small yard,
the Junior Giant Thuja Tree is the solution you've been asking for!

Known for its strength and vigorous growth, the Emperor is one of the hardiest
Japanese Maple varieties available. With its height ranging between 12 to 15 feet at
maturity, the Emperor’s convenient stature makes it large enough to plant as a street
tree or yard specimen yet compact enough to suit most planting locations.

Medium Zone — Medium-growing trees with mature heights of between 25 feet and 35
feet need to be planted in the medium zone, an area that’s about 25 feet to 50 feet
away from power lines.

Quaking Aspen known for climate and soil adaptability, with gains of up to 5 feet per
year, the Quaking Aspen Tree makes a statement. Especially since it boasts gorgeous
fall color you'll love. And the Quaking Aspen is well-known for thriving in cold climates
and poor soil.

Simply plant these Poplars wherever you need fast shade or privacy. They've been
known to grow up to 8 feet in a single year. So, you can strategically plant them to block
the direct sunlight, dramatically lowering your air conditioning costs. In the winter, they
drop their dense green foliage, letting sunlight through when it's needed most.

Welcome spring with an exciting show of creamy white florals from May to June! Dark
green foliage is surrounded by flower clusters, and the White Dogwood's show of
delicate flowers is a beautiful sight that returns year after year. And its deeply-hued
leaves transform to a fierce scarlet hue in the fall for month-to-month visual interest.

Tall Zone — Tall trees over 35 feet need to be reserved for the tall zone, which begins
about 50 feet away from power lines.

Autumn Cherry, these semi-double blooms burst with color in the springtime... but what
makes this tree so unique is that its flowers appear again in the fall (when other trees
are losing their leaves) and during warm winters (when trees are usually dormant).

The Autumn Purple Ash turns from a glossy green into red and finally to a brilliant
purple in the fall. The Purple Ash holds its fall color longer than almost any other tree enjoy the show the entire season!

The White Spruce will grow, no matter what. This tree is drought tolerant, cold tolerant
and able to grow in nearly every soil condition from dry, polluted soils to wet, acidic
soils. And it's been called the most beautiful tree in existence. It's no wonder why: This
tree grows in a grand, pyramidal shape and is thick with light-green needles.
Planting Trees Near Underground Power Lines
Because underground power lines aren’t deeply buried, and in many cases can be
buried close to the surface, it’s important to plant your trees a safe distance away.
Doing so will help prevent problems while digging and can help prevent your tree’s root
system from growing around the lines. While trees and underground power lines often
coexist well together, your tree could be seriously damaged if roots have to be cut to dig
up and repair a line. And remember, before you do any digging you should consult with
811 and your utility to help mark and protect underground lines.
Since a tree’s root system is essentially as wide as the tree itself, and in some cases
wider, consider following the low, medium and tall zone recommendations when
planting trees near underground power lines. However, if you keep the low zone around
buried power lines clear of trees, you won’t risk major damage to the tree’s roots if the
line needs to be repaired.

